1. To become successful, Tom had to _____ many difficulties throughout his life.
   (A) cherish  (B) endure  (C) seize  (D) twist

2. The boss is _____ with the business decision we made.
   (A) attached  (B) confined  (C) content  (D) prompt

3. It’s going to be an extremely important meeting. You _____ be late!
   (A) had better  (B) needn’t  (C) mustn’t  (D) aren’t able to

4. Where has Malcolm been this month? I believe he’s _____ Boston visiting his aunt.
   (A) to  (B) on  (C) at  (D) in

5. _____ he entered the office, the clerk began to sort the papers on his desk into a neat pile.
   (A) As long as  (B) Then  (C) If  (D) The moment

6. My doctor suggested that I _____ see a specialist about my muscular aches and pains.
   (A) must  (B) should  (C) have to  (D) might

7. _____ an excellent idea it was to call them before the party!
   (A) What  (B) So  (C) That  (D) How

8. Could you come back tomorrow? Sorry, I _____, I’m going to be busy all day.
   (A) shouldn’t  (B) can’t  (C) mustn’t  (D) needn’t

9. This ship leaves _____ 10 am tomorrow so don’t be late!
   (A) in  (B) on  (C) at  (D) to

10. Do you earn enough to get by? No way! I need a second job.
    (A) to be getting  (B) getting  (C) to getting  (D) to get

11. How did you like the food at the new Italian place? It must have been _____ meal I’ve ever eaten.
    (A) the worse  (B) worst  (C) worse  (D) the worst

12. When did you get here? I arrived just five minutes _____.
    (A) ago from you  (B) before  (C) from before you  (D) before you

13. My boss makes me _____ his office every day.
    (A) tidy up  (B) I tidy up  (C) to be tied up  (D) to tide up

    (A) list  (B) correspond  (C) blame  (D) fault

15. We must _____ that our competitors are launching an advertising campaign this month.
    (A) lead the way  (B) bear in mind  (C) run the course  (D) credit your account

16. We cannot issue a refund _____ a copy of the original receipt is provided
    (A) as soon as  (B) once  (C) unless  (D) by the time

17. My colleagues and I may get on _____ well, but we don’t see each other outside the office.
    (A) firmly  (B) fairly  (C) hardly  (D) quickly

18. Based on the _____ presented in the courtroom, the judge found the defendant guilty.
    (A) proofing  (B) evidence  (C) motive  (D) alibi

    (A) practical  (B) original  (C) affordable  (D) plush

20. The workers were unhappy with the decision taken by management, so they decided to go _____.
    (A) strike  (B) duty  (C) course  (D) time

21. Don’t worry about our boss. You will soon _____ his funny little ways.
    (A) get used  (B) used to  (C) get used to  (D) be using

22. On the _____ the plan has a good chance of success, but if you read between the lines, things aren’t that clear out.
    (A) shelf life  (B) face of it  (C) market value  (D) see bed

23. It’s a fact that it’s becoming more and more difficult to _____ children in big cities.
    (A) grow up  (B) arise  (C) bring up  (D) rise

24. Both Antarctica and North Pole are infamous for their inhospitable _____.
    (A) circumstances  (B) cleanliness  (C) circulations  (D) climates

25. This bathing suit doesn’t _____ me; I need a larger one please.
    (A) suit  (B) match  (C) fit  (D) blend

26. We could hear the bees _____ around the hive as we were looking for honey.
    (A) pouring  (B) barking  (C) buzzing  (D) quacking
27. The forest fire was fortunately _____ before it reached the houses.
   (A) put off   (B) put out   (C) put in   (D) put down
28. I was short of money, so I had to _____ my car to pay off my loans.
   (A) buy       (B) purchase    (C) credit    (D) sell
29. Our innovative software company is proud to offer such a wide _____ of products to its consumers.
   (A) range     (B) option       (C) detail     (D) sort
30. I'm not that ill anymore, but I still do feel a bit under the _____.
   (A) weather    (B) color        (C) energy     (D) power
31. I really _____ for Brenda at this difficult moment in her life.
   (A) fake      (B) find          (C) feel       (D) fidget
32. Oh, I have some news for you! I ran _____ Geoff quite by chance at the mall this morning.
   (A) by        (B) on            (C) at         (D) into
33. The officer _____ the soldier to clean up the area around their barracks.
   (A) explained  (B) suggested     (C) commanded (D) emphasized
34. I had _____ finished the household chores when my dinner guests turned up.
   (A) simply     (B) extremely      (C) closely    (D) nearly
35. Sotheby's is going to auction off a(n) _____ copy of Joseph Conrad's first novel this weekend.
   (A) fake       (B) original       (C) counterfei  (D) initial
36. All the supermodels were _____ for the fashion house's yearly Xmas calendar.
   (A) posing     (B) possessing      (C) positioning (D) protracting
37. Our new stove's got a scratch on it. Did you keep the _____ from the appliance store?
   (A) debt       (B) tip             (C) receipt    (D) bill
38. The bad weather we experienced yesterday had been _____ by meteorologists.
   (A) declared   (B) predicted       (C) foretold   (D) contemplated
39. The climbers could see the _____ of the mountain from their camp.
   (A) salon      (B) summit         (C) pike       (D) zenith
40. Scores required to _____ the final physics exam are the same every year.
   (A) pass       (B) succeed         (C) manage    (D) triumph

II. 克漏字填空. 請選出最適當的答案.

Marine biologist studying creatures in the icy depths of Antarctic ice packs _____(41)_____ enlisted the help of Weddell seals - somewhat unorthodox research _____(42)_____. By attaching deep pressure cameras to the seals' furry heads, the team of scientists was _____(43)____ to spy on the activities of a number of unfamiliar species _____(44)_____ at depths of up to 1,300 feet. Adapted to an environment _____(45)_____ harsh for most fish, these species are an important food source for birds and seals and are prized by commercial fishing fleets. These 'seal-cams' allow researchers to _____(46)_____ these elusive creatures in their natural environment and the team's findings _____(47)_____ new light on the behavior of the fish. This _____(48)_____ has resulted in many researchers now suggesting that 'animal-cams' are an important research tool that could _____(49)_____ used to study and help many _____(50)_____ of wildlife.